Training methods of military dog handlers and their effects on the team’s performances
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Abstract

While only a few studies have analysed training methods used on working dogs, a recent survey in 303 Belgian military handlers revealed the use of harsh training methods on military working dogs (MWD). The present work aims at analysing the training methods used on Belgian MWD and the behaviour of handlers to objectify the performances of the dog handlers teams (DH teams) and the welfare of the animals.

A standardized evaluation, including obedience and protection work exercises, was conducted on DH teams (n = 33). Every evaluation was done twice to assess the reliability of the observation methods. The behaviours of MWD and handlers were recorded on videotape and subsequently analysed. Results showed that handlers rewarded or punished their dogs intermittently. Stroking and patting the dogs were the most frequently used rewards. Pulling on the leash and hanging dogs by their collars were the most commonly used aversive stimuli.

The team’s performance was influenced by the training method and by the dog’s concentration: (1) low-performance dogs received more aversive stimuli than high-performance dogs; (2) dog’s distraction influenced the performance: distracted dogs performed less well.

 Handlers punished more and rewarded less at the second evaluation than at the first one. This suggests that handlers modified their usual behaviour at the first evaluation in view to present themselves in a positive
light. During the second evaluation the dogs reacted to this higher frequency of aversive stimuli as they exhibited a lower posture after aversive stimuli. The authors cannot prove that the welfare of these dogs had been hampered, but there is an indication that it was under threat.

Low team performances suggest that DH teams should train more regularly and undertake the usefulness of setting a new training system that would rely on: the use of more positive training methods, an increased training frequency, the elaboration of a course on training principles, and an improvement of dog handler relationship.

1. Introduction

The communication between pet dog and owner (Gasci et al., 2004; Miklosi et al., 2003; Soproni et al., 2001; Viranyi et al., 2004) and the efficiency of some stimuli and their consequences on behaviour (Hiby et al., 2004; Schilder and Van der Borg, 2004) have recently received some attention. Few studies have been conducted on human–animal communication in service dogs (guide-dogs for the blind in Naderi et al., 2001; search dogs in Lit and Crawford, 2005; military working dogs in Lefebvre et al., 2007). Human–dog communication can be studied through dog training (Schilder and Van der Borg, 2004). In this case, the most usual method of training is operant conditioning: the animal learns that its response to a command (i.e. discriminative stimulus) has consequences (i.e. appearance or disappearance of appetitive or aversive stimulus) (Reid, 1996). For instance, after the command Sit, the dog sits and receives a treat: the dog has established a link between the command Sit and the relation “to sit means that I receive a treat.” Depending on its response, four scenarios are possible: the dog will be reinforced positively (i.e. receiving a treat), reinforced negatively (i.e. stop pulling on a choke collar), punished positively (i.e. giving an electric shock), or punished negatively (i.e. withdrawal of a treat). Traditional dog training techniques have mainly used aversive stimuli. Though the use of those stimuli can be efficient in some situations (Christiansen et al., 2001), serious negative consequences have been observed: well-being problems (Beerda et al., 1998; Schilder and Van der Borg, 2004) and an increase in the number of behavioural problems (stereotyped behaviour, fear, intra- and inter-specific aggression, Tortora, 1983; Roll and Unshelm, 1997; Hiby et al., 2004). Bibliographic review (e.g. Hiby et al., 2004; Adams and Johnson, 1994; Johnston, 1995) and field observations suggest that positive training might be more efficient than aversive training. Positive training methods use positive reinforcement through the presentation of rewards in response to desired behaviours. Purely positive training can be defined as a training method where aversive stimuli, either in the form of positive punishment or negative reinforcement, are not used (Booth, 1998). This move towards more positive training methods has been observed in some institutions using working patrol dogs. In the Belgian army, preliminary studies in the field did not observe these tendencies among DH teams. On the contrary, it seems that the dogs that failed an exercise were punished (change in the tone of voice, pulling on the leash, hitting the hindquarters with the leash, using the choke or the prong collar, when dogs did not release their bite during protection work: hanging them by their collar, attaching a second leash around their hindquarters, using the electric collar, etc.), whereas dogs that carried out an exercise correctly were generally not rewarded (A.H., personal observation). Moreover, the training frequency of these DH teams is less frequent than expected from the military standards (dogs must officially train twice a month).
The primary aim of this paper was to analyse the different stimuli that operational MWD \((n = 33)\) received from their handlers during dog training. The authors want to answer the three following questions: (1) Does the actual training system used for Belgian MWD provide DH teams up to military standards? (2) Is the team’s performance influenced by handler’s behaviour and/or dog’s behaviour? (3) What is the welfare status of these dogs during the training sessions?

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The studied group consisted of 33 DH teams of the Belgian Defence. Dogs were selected as representative of the Military canine population regarding sex (26 males, 7 females), breed (27 Belgian shepherds, 6 German shepherds) and housing conditions (18 living in a military kennel, 15 living at the handler’s home). The animals had at least belonged to the army 3 months before the study and were used as operational working dogs for maximum 3 years \((1.26 \pm 0.14 \text{ years})\). The dogs were between 1 and 5 years old \((3.06 \pm 0.21 \text{ years})\). According to this sample constitution, effect of sex, breed and duty time have not been tested. The only factors that have been analysed are age and the housing conditions. Because of the difficulty in documenting the origin of many dogs acquired by the Belgian Defence, no attempt was made to distinguish dogs on basis of their provenance. All the dogs were subjected to a clinical examination and were declared in good health and ready to take part in this study. The average time handlers were operational was \(7.92 \pm 1.00 \text{ years}\). In this study, all handlers were men.

2.2. Standardized evaluation

A standardized evaluation was worked out to assess the team’s performances. The evaluation was conducted on a fenced field \((\text{length} 15 \text{ m}, \text{ width} 10 \text{ m}; \text{Fig. 1})\). The evaluation included 8 obedience exercises (Walk-at-heel, Sit, Down, Stand, Positions-at-distance, Recall-to-heel, Down-out-of-view-of-the-handler, Jump) followed by five protection work exercises (Handler’s-defence, Attack, Attack-with-gun-shots, Attack-with-threatening-behaviour, Stand-off). These exercises are similar to those given during the instruction course and the monthly training sessions. The Walk-at-heel exercise (exercise 1) goes as follows: the handler conducts the dog on leash to cone 1 and stops there. After the Sit command, the dog sits to heel. After Heel command, the team walks at a normal pace from cone 2 to cone 3 until it arrives back again at cone 1. At cone 2, the handler gives the Turn command and the dog follows the handler from cone 1 to 3: the team walks at a slow pace between cone 1 and 8, at a normal pace between 8 and 5 and at a fast pace between 5 and 4. Between cones 3 and 2, the team turns right at a 90° angle and stops in middle of line A. After the Sit command, the dog sits to heel. Descriptions of the other exercises (Annex 1) are available online. Dogs were held on leash by the handler and wore leather or choke collars. Both evaluations were presented to handlers as additional training sessions. Authors expected that handlers would behave just like they were used to as they did not receive any guidelines. Every evaluation was done twice, with 20 days in-between, to assess the reliability of our observation methods. No training has been realized between these evaluations.

2.3. Observed parameters

The observed parameters were team’s performance, handler’s behaviour, and dog’s behaviour. To analyse the team’s performance, the number of correct and incorrect exercises, and the score of the team for the different exercises were calculated. An exercise was considered as correctly done when the team obtained at least half of the score at the exercise. The scoring method used by the Belgian army was applied (Annex 2).

To analyse handler’s behaviour, the number of appetitive stimulus employed, the number of aversive stimulus employed and the number of times without a reaction from the handler after dog’s response were identified per exercise. The term appetitive stimulus was used to define positive reinforcements. The term
aversive stimulus combines both negative reinforcements and positive punishments. Negative punishment was never observed during these trainings.

To analyse the dog’s behaviour, their distraction, body posture and training-related behaviours were identified.

Dogs were not considered as distracted when their head and/or body were oriented towards the handler or towards a direction that had an angle inferior to 10° compared to the exercise direction. Dogs were considered as distracted when their head and/or body were oriented in any other direction for more than 1 s (Fig. 2). The distraction was scored in percentage (duration of distraction/duration of exercise × 100). This was taken into account for all the obedience exercises except the exercise Down–out-view-of-the-handler. Dog’s posture was scored after the first appetitive and aversive stimulus during every obedience exercise. Dog’s posture (described by Beerda et al., 1998, Annex 3) was observed for 3 s and the lowest observed position was scored as an event (Schilder and Van der Borg, 2004). The training-related behaviours were scored in a number of occurrence/minute during every obedience exercise, as the duration was not the same for the exercises (min: 10 s; max: 60 s). The observed behaviours were mouth-licking, tongue out, yawning, lifting front paw, replacement behaviour (including shaking and replacement sniffing), jumping, opening, and closing mouth (Beerda et al., 1998).

2.4. Statistical analysis

The behaviours of handlers and dogs during the two evaluations were recorded on videotape (Digital Video Camera Recorder, DCR-TRV27E, Sony®). Data were analysed by non-parametric tests (Wil-
3. Results

3.1. Team’s performance

Teams obtained an averaged score of 54.97% ± 3.00 (327/595 points ± 17.84). Teams performed significantly better on obedience exercises than on protection work exercises (respectively 65.79% ± 3.24 and 38.96% ± 4.10, Wilcoxon: $z = 4.27$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$). Only 21% of the dogs did lose their grip after the first Out command and 19% of the dogs carried out the Stand-off correctly. Authors could not find any significant influence of age and housing conditions on the performance of the team.

3.2. Handler’s behaviour

Handlers used significantly more appetitive stimuli (57.12%) than aversive stimuli (21.88%) or no stimulus (20.98%) (KW: $\chi^2 = 37.94$, $p < 0.001$). The appetitive stimuli were in decreasing order: tactile stimuli (stroking dog (42.51%), patting (12.86%)), verbal praise (24.14%), toy (2.89%), and food (1.04%). They were frequently observed in combination (16.53%: stroke and verbal praise, toy and verbal praise, etc.). The aversive stimuli were in decreasing order: pulling on the leash (47.94%), hanging the dog by its collar (35.61%), verbal scolding (10.27%), hitting (2.73%), or other (3.42%). No combinations of those stimuli were observed to punish a dog.

The number of appetitive stimuli did not differ significantly between obedience and protection work: handlers rewarded correct responses in 67% of both cases. But handlers punished more the incorrect responses of their dogs during protection work (in 80% of the cases) than during obedience (in 60% of the cases) (Wilcoxon: $z = 4.05$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$). Consequently, there were fewer situations where the handler did nothing instead of punishing or rewarding during protection work.
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During protection work handlers used more aversive stimuli (pulling on the leash (Wilcoxon: $z = 3.50$, $p < 0.001$) and hanging by the collar (Wilcoxon: $z = 4.10$, $p < 0.001$)) than during obedience (Fig. 3).

Authors could not find any significant influence of age and housing conditions on handler’s behaviour.

3.3. Dog’s behaviour

Dog’s distraction (average: $3.71 \pm 0.69\%$) was observed in decreasing order during following obedient exercises: Positions-at-distance ($7.09 \pm 2.81\%$), Recall-to-heel ($6.59 \pm 2.40\%$), Jump ($3.79 \pm 2.42\%$), Walk-at-heel ($3.11 \pm 1.45\%$), Down ($2.67 \pm 0.82\%$), Sit ($1.72 \pm 0.76\%$), and Stand ($0.91 \pm 0.47\%$). No differences of dog’s distraction have been observed between the obedience exercises ($KW: \chi^2 = 9.40$, d.f. = 6, $p > 0.05$).

Dog’s posture after aversive stimulus ($-0.22 \pm 0.19$) was significantly lower than after appetitive stimulus ($0.49 \pm 0.09$) ($W: z = 3.20$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.01$). No differences of body postures have been observed between the obedience exercises after appetitive (Walk-at-heel: $0.20 \pm 0.24$; Sit: $0.67 \pm 0.29$; Down: $0.62 \pm 0.29$; Stand: $0.75 \pm 0.25$; Positions-at-distance: $0.25 \pm 0.22$; Recall-to-heel: $0.41 \pm 0.23$; Down-out-of-view-of-the-handler: $0.82 \pm 0.18$ ($KW: \chi^2 = 5.66$, d.f. = 6, $p > 0.05$)) nor after aversive stimulus (Walk-at-heel: $0.20 \pm 0.26$; Sit: $-1.00 \pm 0.00$; Down: $-1.00 \pm 0.00$; Stand: $-1.00 \pm 0.00$; Positions-at-distance: $-1.00 \pm 0.00$; Down-out-of-view-of-the-handler: $-0.40 \pm 0.40$ ($KW: \chi^2 = 7.33$, d.f. = 5, $p > 0.05$)).

Different training related behaviours (TRB), scored in number of occurrence/minute, were observed during obedience (average: $1.13 \pm 0.09$). Mouth licking ($5.03 \pm 0.37$), tongue out ($2.76 \pm 0.43$) and fast open and close the mouth ($2.27 \pm 0.31$) were the three most frequent TRB, followed by yawning ($1.73 \pm 0.20$), replacement behaviour ($1.22 \pm 0.27$), jump ($1.12 \pm 0.29$), shake ($0.30 \pm 0.11$), lift front paw ($0.19 \pm 0.10$), redirection aggression ($0.12 \pm 0.07$), and snap ($0.09 \pm 0.09$). No differences of TRB have been observed between the obedience exercises ($KW: \chi^2 = 6.89$, d.f. = 6, $p > 0.05$).

Authors could not find any significant influence of age and housing conditions on dog’s behaviour.
3.4. Link between team’s performance, handler’s behaviour, and dog’s behaviour

Teams were ranked according to their performance and divided into high-score group (the 16 first teams, average score = 69.41% ± 11.95) and low-score group (the 17 remaining teams, average score = 41.38% ± 7.41). Dogs in the high-score group received less aversive stimuli from their handlers than dogs in the low-score group (Wilcoxon: z = 3.32, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001, Fig. 4). There was no significant difference between groups for appetitive stimuli (Wilcoxon: z = 0.93, d.f. = 1, p > 0.05) or no stimulus (Wilcoxon: z = 0.00, d.f. = 1, p > 0.05). Furthermore dogs in the high-score group exhibited more training-related behaviours than dogs in the low-score group (Wilcoxon: z = 1.99, d.f. = 1, p < 0.05).
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Three groups of distracted dogs were identified: not distracted ($n = 11$), slightly distracted ($n = 11$, distracted from 0.8% to 2.7% of the time) and distracted ($n = 11$, from 4.5% to 18.9% of the time). Distracted dogs received more aversive stimuli ($\chi^2 = 7.01, \text{d.f.} = 2, p < 0.05$) (Fig. 5) and had a lower performance than the others ($\chi^2 = 8.5, \text{d.f.} = 2, p < 0.01$). No significant differences concerning the number of appetitive stimuli or no stimulus were observed.

Age and housing conditions had no effect on the analysed parameters. No interaction between dog’s posture and the other parameters were found. Aggression related behaviours (i.e. biting or barking) could not be tested due to a too low number of dogs performing them during obedience (only one handler was bitten by his dog). During protection work, no aggression related behaviours were scored (no handler was bitten) and aggression towards decoy (biting, barking) was considered as acceptable behaviour.

Authors investigated whether handlers used the different stimuli advisedly. Did handlers reward or punish when they had to? No handler used aversive stimuli when the exercise was correctly performed (aversive stimuli wrongly given). Nine out of the 33 handlers rewarded their dog when the exercise was not properly done, once or twice during the 13 exercises (appetitive stimuli wrongly given). These situations were too anecdotal to study their impact on the dog’s behaviour. The cases where “the handler did nothing” after a correct response for the dog could belong to an intermittent reinforcement training program.

3.5. Reliability of the observations

Team’s performances did not differ significantly between both evaluations in total score (Wilcoxon: $z = 0.006, \text{d.f.} = 1, p > 0.05$), obedience (Wilcoxon: $z = 0.089, \text{d.f.} = 1, p > 0.05$), and protection work (Wilcoxon: $z = 0.34, \text{d.f.} = 1, p > 0.05$) (Annex 4).

Differences in handler’s behaviour were observed between both evaluations.

Dogs were significantly less rewarded (Wilcoxon: $z = 2.10, \text{d.f.} = 1, p < 0.05$) at the second evaluation (Fig. 6). Handlers used the same appetitive stimuli during both evaluations and there was no significant difference in their frequency of appearance.

Dogs were more punished (Wilcoxon: $z = 1.91, \text{d.f.} = 1, p < 0.05$) at the second evaluation (Fig. 6). The same aversive stimuli have been used during both evaluations, and there was no significant difference in their frequency of appearance.

![Fig. 6. Comparison of handler’s behaviour between evaluation 1 and 2. Mean number of stimuli (appetitive, aversive) received by dogs ($n = 33$) during each evaluation. *$p < 0.05$, **$p < 0.01$, ***$p < 0.001$.](image)
significantly more pulling on the leash (Wilcoxon: \(z = 3.18, d.f. = 1, p < 0.01\)) and hanging the dog by its collar (Wilcoxon: \(z = 3.57, p < 0.001\)) during the second evaluation. The situations where the handler did nothing instead of punishing or rewarding did not differ between both evaluations (W: \(z = 0.30, d.f. = 1, p > 0.05\)).

At the second evaluation, dogs showed a significant lower posture after aversive stimulus (Wilcoxon: \(z = 2.91, d.f. = 1, p < 0.01\)) (Fig. 7). Neither dog’s distraction (Wilcoxon: \(z = 0.79, d.f. = 1, p > 0.05\)) nor dog’s training-related behaviours (Wilcoxon: \(z = 1.57, d.f. = 1, p > 0.05\)) differed significantly between both evaluations.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the handler’s training methods revealed that they rewarded their dogs on an intermittent reinforcement program (67% of correct responses were rewarded), probably involuntary, without any intention to make these behaviours more resistant to extinction (Chance, 1979; Landsberg et al., 2003). Should the performance of these teams have been better, then this program would have been appropriate. But knowing the low performance of the dogs, it seems appropriate to shift back to a continuous reinforcement program as it was obvious that some dogs did not know the correct behaviours yet. Concerning aversive stimuli, an intermittent program was also observed as 60% of incorrect responses were punished during obedience and 80% during protection work. According to Chance (1979), an intermittent program of punishment is inefficient to lower the rate of an acquired behaviour.

Appetitive stimuli were significantly more used than aversive stimuli. Stroking and congratulating the dog have been shown to guide dogs to perform better and to rapidly learn simple exercises (sitting, lying, paw giving; Fonberg and Kostarczyk, 1980). Only four handlers used toys to play with their dog after every correct exercise. This reward seems efficient as those DH teams ranked first, third, fifth and ninth at the total score. Authors conclude that the use of toy could help to diminish dog’s distraction, parameter affecting the performance negatively.

Handlers used more aversive stimuli (pulling on the leash; hanging dogs by their collar while biting the decoy, etc.) during protection work than during obedience. Hanging dogs by the collar...
to force them to release the sleeve is a rather “reactive” training method: rather than forcing the dog to lose its grip, this stimulus incites the dog to maintain this behaviour. Hanging by the collar is considered inefficient for the following reasons: (1) low scores of the dogs at protection work where the stimulus was more often observed; (2) long duration of hanging (several seconds) before releasing the decoy. This stimulus’ lack of effect can be due to an individual insensitivity to be hanged or to a high motivation to perform biting (Landsberg et al., 2003). For the training to be more efficient, authors would first suggest to improve the dog handler relationship to drive dogs to stand off next their handlers (rather than far away). Secondly to encourage the dog to release the sleeve (=“real” sleeve) more rapidly, it is recommended to present another object (frequently another sleeve (=“decoy” sleeve) or toy) next to the dog’s head so that the dog would release the “real” sleeve to bite the “decoy” sleeve. The dog’s motivation for releasing the first sleeve being that he is allowed to bite again (“decoy” sleeve).

The first question about the quality of the actual training system has a negative answer as the present study reveals that this system does not provide DH teams up to military standards. While the regulations of the Belgian Defence require that a dog must (i) interrupt his bite after handler’s command, only 20% released their bite after the first command and (ii) stop his attack, only 19% of the dogs carried out the Stand-off correctly. Suggestions to improve teams performances are (1) more regular training with emphasis on obedience. As authors have observed, dogs are highly motivated during protection work and will not be alert to handlers’ commands unless the handler has a perfect control over the dog. This control can only be obtained with a lot of obedience training; (2) to elaborate theoretical and practical skills on learning principles patrol dogs are faced to; (3) to improve the dog handler relationship and the handler motivation to train his dog with more positive training techniques.

Several factors influencing the team’s performance were identified. This study revealed that team’s performance, use of aversive stimuli and dog’s distraction are related. Handlers that used less aversive stimuli on dogs obtained a higher score. Authors know according to their previous field observations, that these high-performance dogs had been trained with lots of aversive training methods except for the only four dogs trained with toys (positive training). Those aversively trained dogs know the exercises of our evaluation and do not need to be punished anymore (intermittent training program: the dog has learnt that he will be punished if the correct answer has not been given).

Distracted dogs were more punished and got a lower performance score. Attention reflects dog’s disposition to learn and vice versa (Lindsay, 2000). In this study, distraction might be explained by the young age of the dog population (Vas et al., 2006) or by novelty as the training field was unknown to most of the dogs; or by any other highly motivating stimulus (i.e. the presence of the decoy). Obviously, motivating and controlling dog’s attention is of huge interest to the trainer/behaviourist. There are different ways to influence dog’s attention. Vas et al. (2006) found that training can improve attention skills, as trained dogs were less distracted than the untrained dogs. McConnell (1990) showed the importance to train in function of dog’s specific preferences, as some dogs prefer some stimuli to others when learning tasks. Finally it is also possible to act on dog’s motivation: for example for dogs that enjoy chasing animals “natural rewards” (like a rabbit) are difficult to control. Motivationally equivalent rewards may need to be identified and given to the dog instead (e.g. tug and retrieve games). Finally, authors observed that dog’s concentration is related with the dog handler relationship: a dog attached to his handler will be very attentive to everything his handler does or asks (A.H., personal observation). Knowing the importance of dog’s concentration during training, it remains astonishing to consider how little studies have been conducted on this topic. More studies on dog’s distraction vs. attention need to be carried out.
In the present study, dogs with the highest scores presented more “training-related behaviours”. Previous authors have defined these behaviours as stress-related behaviours (Beerda et al., 1998). Though, in the present study, these behaviours could all be a result of the dogs being positively stimulated or aroused rather than stressed. Arousal has been described by Strain (2004) as a state of general wakefulness and responsiveness of the environment and implies a generalized increase in the activity of the cerebral cortex.

Henry and Stephens (1977) suggest that there is only stress when there is loss of control and a reduced predictability of what will happen. So far as there is some action to obtain control with a high probability of success, there is arousal, but no stress.

The increase in the activity of the cerebral cortex, due to the arousal (Strain, 2004), has contributed positively to dog’s performance as shown in this study: dogs with high performances have shown a high number of arousal behaviours, but no stress, which is exactly what is expected from these working dogs.

Dogs with lower performances are still distracted and show less arousal behaviours. Some dogs exhibited a very low posture during training. Contrary to author’s expectations, no link between the postures and the other parameters has been found among this dog population. It might be interesting to compare this group of dogs to other populations like for example civilian patrol dogs.

The third question wondered about the welfare status of these dogs during the training sessions. The comparison between both evaluations shows that handlers punish more and reward less at the second evaluation. The “Socially Desirable Responding”, described in social psychology as being the human tendency to give other people a good image of themselves (Paulhus, 2002), can be one explanation of this phenomenon. Ignoring the professional consequences of these assessments, handlers may have modified their usual behaviour in order to present themselves in a positive light. To ensure that handlers would show the usual behaviour, no preliminary details on the aim of the project were given. This might have stressed the handlers. At the second evaluation, handlers realized that these evaluations had no professional consequences and they showed their usual behaviour by punishing more frequently. Though, a range of other factors other than SDR could explain these results like e.g. handlers might also be upset to observe that within 20 days, their dog had not improved his performance and therefore they punished him more.

Although the comparison between both evaluations showed that dogs exhibited a lower posture after aversive stimulus at the second evaluations, no increase of other behaviours were observed. Therefore, authors could not prove that the welfare of these dogs was hampered. But there is an indication that it was under threat.

This study has shown the necessity to improve the actual training system used in this population of Belgian Military Working Dogs (DH teams not responding to standards according to military regulations; use of aversive training methods influencing dogs’ posture negatively; training principles not known; training frequency too low; no stable relationship between handlers and their dogs). The suggestions of improvement, brought during the discussion, will form the basis of a new training system and rely on: the use of more positive training methods, an increase of the training frequency, the elaboration of a course on training principles, and an improvement of dog handler relationship.

5. Conclusion

This study has identified the different appetitive and aversive stimuli used during training with working dogs. Moreover, this study reveals that (1) these DH teams are not efficient according to
the military regulations, (2) team’s performance, dog’s behaviour and handler’s behaviour are related, and (3) the welfare status of these dogs was not hampered during the training, but there is an indication that it was under threat.
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